Aquifer layer in Muara Batu and Dewantara Sub-district based on resistivity cross-sectional model
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Abstract. This study aims to determine the depth of the aquifer layer in the Muara Batu and Dewantara sub-district as a source of groundwater that can be used continuously. The identification of this aquifer layer is based on the results of the resistivity values of subsurface rocks measured using the electrical resistivity method of the Schlumberger array. Data acquisition was carried out on 3 lines (MB1, MB3, and MB4) with a length of 330 m each. The variations in the resistivity values of the rocks obtained were modeled in the form of a 2D cross-section using the Res2DInv software, thus providing an overview of the subsurface for groundwater exploration. The cross-sectional model obtained shows that the shallow aquifer layer is at a depth of 20-52 m (2-12 Ωm) on the MB1 and a depth of >60 m on MB3 and MB4. The low resistivity value <12 Ωm on the MB1 indicates that the subsurface is generally composed of water-saturated rock layers.
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INTRODUCTION

Water is a natural resource that is an absolute necessity for humans and other living things. As time goes by, contamination of groundwater near the surface is increasing due to population growth, industrial activities that produce hazardous waste, using fertilizers, pest poisons, and so on. Limited availability of clean water can affect the quality of public health. The difficulty of providing clean water for public facilities such as mosques, Islamic boarding schools, public schools, and health centers is still present in two of the 27 sub-districts in North Aceh Regency, namely in Muara Batu and Dewantara Sub-district. Generally, the groundwater is not clear and calcareous so it is not suitable for consumption. As a result, to get clean groundwater, people dig drilled wells randomly without any exploration related to the drilling location first. Whereas groundwater exploration activities are very important to determine the exact location of groundwater and the depth of rock layers containing groundwater.

Groundwater can be associated with sandy layers (aquifers) or fractures [1]. An aquifer is a geological formation that contains water and is significantly capable of draining water through its natural state. An aquifer is also defined as a groundwater reservoir, or as a water-carrying layer.

Groundwater quality conditions tend to change depending on the environment it passes through and the length of time the water flows through the rock layers [2]. Groundwater conditions in Muara Batu and Dewantara sub-district are closely related to subsurface conditions. To find out more clearly the subsurface conditions, distribution, and depth of the aquifer, one of the geophysical methods is the geoelectric method. The geoelectric method can determine the characteristics of subsurface rock layers to a depth of hundreds of meters, this is very useful for determining the possibility of an aquifer layer [3], [4].

Groundwater exploration activities also often combine several measurements using existing geophysical methods to obtain other physical parameters. Some of them are a combination of geoelectric methods with Induced Polarized (IP), boreholes [5], [6], and so on. The more physical parameters of minerals or rocks there are, the identification of subsurface layers becomes easier and more accurate.

Measurements using the electrical resistivity method with the Schlumberger array can provide data on the vertical and horizontal distribution of rock resistivity values. Rock can be an electric medium as in a conducting wire,
so it has a certain resistance. Rock resistivity is rock resistance to electric current. Rock resistivity is influenced by porosity, water content, and minerals [7]. The resistivity value is large when a rock and mineral can conduct a small current, whereas the resistivity value is small when the rock and mineral can conduct a large current [8].

This study was conducted to identify the presence of groundwater and the depth of the aquifer in the Muara Batu and Dewantara sub-district using the electrical resistivity method. The results of this study are very useful for related parties or agencies in development planning in Muara Batu and Dewantara. Information from the distribution and depth of the aquifer layer is also very useful in planning groundwater drilling points, where the need for groundwater (clean water) for consumption, agriculture, and public facilities continues to increase along with population growth.

**METHODOLOGY**

Geolectric data measurements were carried out in 3 lines with a length of 330 m each using the Schlumberger array electrical resistivity method. Administratively, the measurement lines are in two locations. Where the MB1 is in Paloh Awe Village, Dewantara Sub-district and the MB3 and MB4 are in Reuleut Village, Muara Batu Sub-district. More accurate positional coordinates of these tree points are given in Table 2.

The data acquisition process uses a SuperSting R8/IP resistivity meter and Res2DInv software to get an overview of the aquifer layer in the Muara Batu district based on the resistivity cross-sectional model. Each line consists of 455 datum point measurements. The datum points measurement simulation made using the AGISSA Admin software is shown in Figure 2.

**Table 1. Resistivities of various rocks, sediments, and minerals [11]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Type</th>
<th>Resistivity Range (Ωm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marls</td>
<td>1-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clays</td>
<td>1-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconsolidated wet clay</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandstones</td>
<td>1-6.4 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>50-10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface waters (sediments)</td>
<td>10-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface waters (igneous rocks)</td>
<td>0.1-3 x 10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural waters (sediments)</td>
<td>1-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural waters (igneous rocks)</td>
<td>0.1-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea water</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The geology of the study area based on the geology of the Lhokseumawe quadrangle [9] is included in the Idi formation and unnamed surface deposits. The Idi Formation consists of semi-consolidated gravels, sands, limestones, and clays. While the unnamed superficial deposits consist of coastal and fluvial deposits. The measurement line locations included in the Idi formation are MB3, and MB4, and those included in the unnamed superficial deposit are MB1.

The morphology of the MB1 measurement location (Figure 3) is a lowland area and has a distance of 1.3 km from the sea (north side). The resistivity cross-sectional model on the MB1 line obtained a low resistivity value range of 0.2–12 Ωm. The image of the MB1 resistivity cross-section shows that it consists of 4 layers. The boundaries of this layer are depicted by dashed black lines. This layer is the first layer which is at an altitude of 4 m above sea level (asl) to a depth of 14 m with resistivity values ranging from 4 – 12 Ωm. This layer consists of clay and silt. The second layer is from a depth of 4 to 25 m with a resistivity value of <2 Ωm. High conductivity indicates that this layer contains brackish water and is a weak layer consisting of silty clay (dominant), silt, and sand. Areas with subsurface conditions like this are very vulnerable to liquefaction. Then the third layer from a depth variation of 20 to 52 m with a resistivity value of 2–12 Ωm is a layer consisting of silt and sand. This layer is indicated as a shallow aquifer layer and can provide sufficient water for exploration. The fourth layer is from a depth of 52 to 60 m with a resistivity value of <4 Ωm. This layer is also indicated as the aquifer layer. However, the groundwater in this layer is not better than the layer above it based on the resistivity value obtained.

As for the KEK Arun Lhokseumawe area which has the same geological condition as the MB1 location, the presence of an aquifer layer is indicated at a depth of ±60 m with a resistivity value of <30 Ωm [10]. Overall, the low resistivity values (>12 m) on the MB1 indicate that the subsurface is a water-saturated layer.

MB3 (Figure 4) is a line whose measurements are in hilly areas and adjacent and parallel to MB4 (Figure 5). The resistivity cross-sectional model of the MB3 is generally obtained with a...
resistivity value of 8 – 26 Ωm. MB3 consists of a clay layer at the top with a resistivity value of 16 – 26 Ωm and a clay layer with a resistivity value of 8 – 16 Ωm. This clay layer with lower resistivity values (8 – 16 Ωm) indicates that this layer can contain water and from the cross-sectional image model depicting this low resistivity value continuously downwards (imaged in blue–light green), it is very possible at this location point the presence of aquifers can be found at depths >60 m from the surface. Resistivity values that are not so high (19-23 Ωm) are also seen below this line at a distance of 65-130 m at a depth of 32-60 m which are indicated as hard rocks. Geologically this location is in the Idi formation so the hard rock can be indicated as a limestone layer.

The cross-sectional model of the subsurface resistivity of the MB4 line (Figure 5) generally shows a resistivity value of 9-26 Ωm. The MB4 also consists of an upper layer of clay (17-26 Ωm) and clay with a lower resistivity value of 9-17 Ωm. The hard rock on the MB4 is visible at a distance of 60-120 m at a depth of 32-60 m with a resistivity value of 17-23 Ωm. The aquifer layer at this location is also indicated to be at a depth >60 m from the surface.

CONCLUSION

Based on the cross-sectional model data obtained, it shows that the location of MB1 is the subsurface layer that is saturated with water. The aquifer layer (sand) is indicated to be at a depth of 20 m below the measurement surface on MB1 with a resistivity value of 12-2 Ωm and at a depth of >60 m on MB3 and MB4.
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